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English Year 6 Comprehension Workbook
A top-selling teacher resource line, The 100+ Series(TM) features over 100 reproducible activities in each book!
Organized by specific reading skills, this book is designed to enhance students' reading comprehension. The focused,
meaningful practice and entertaining topics motivate students to learn. Lively reading passages present high-interest
subjects in a variety of genres, including fiction, nonfiction, and poetry. Subject matter from across the curriculum;
including topics from science, history, and literary classics; deepen student knowledge while strengthening reading skills.
Each workbook provides comprehension practice and is matched to the Scholastic English Skills: Comprehension
teacher resource book making it perfect to use in class or as a standalone resource for use at home.
Excel Test Skills - Selective Schools and Scholarship Englis h Comprehension Tests Years 5-6 is a comprehensive study
guide for Engli sh Comprehension part of the Selective Schools and Scholarship Tests (us ually undertaken in Year 6).
The book contains hundreds of multiple choi ce questions based on a variety of text types - so students can pr epare for
exams with a minimum of stress and maximum results. Thi s book is intended to give you the opportunity of doing a
variety of que stions based on literary and factual texts. The more familiar you are wi th the material the more confident
you will feel - and the better you wi ll do in your tests. In this book your child will find: an introductory section on the types
of questions and resource mater ial used forty-eight individual comprehension tests ti ps to help them in tests situations a
convenient lift-out answe r section with explanations
Excel Basic Skills: English Workbook Year 5 will help you wi th the writing you do every day at school - in English and in
other subj ects. Each chapter looks at a different type of writing. Some are imagin ative text types such as narratives and
poems. Others are factual text t ypes such as reports and explanations. All the chapters begin with a sam ple text. Make
sure you read the sample text carefully and look at the s pecial features marked on it. You should then try the activities
that fo llow. These give you guidance and practice in writing a similar type of text. Some activities help you with grammar
and punctuation. Others focu s on words - the way they are spelt and what they mean. Some activities are just for fun.
Each chapter ends with activities that help you write a complete text yourself. The Excel series of English Wo rkbooks for
Years 3- ...6 will help primary school students with t he reading and writing they do every day at school - % in English and
i n other subjects. Each chapter is set out as a separate unit of work cov ering a different type of writing (etext type,,) and
contains exercises that relate to that particular text type. In this book you will find: eleven chapters, each set out as a unit
of work cover ing a particular text type (such as narratives, letters, speeches and in formation reports), including a
chapter on writing for school projects exercises and activities in each chapter which are directly link ed to the text type
covered practice in skills such as spelling, grammar, vocabulary, punctuation and comprehension interestin g and
relevant sample texts, including many written by Year 5 students, with important features highlighted Answers to all
questions at the back of the book
BeeOne Grade 3 English Workbook 2020 Edition Features 292 pages Global standard worksheets of PYP(IB), US
Common Core Standards, UK National Curriculum, Singapore Curriculum, Australian Curriculum, New Zealand
Curriculum and suitable for any International curriculum. The topics covered are Handwriting Skills | Picture Prompt |
Phonics & Sounds | Literacy | Grammar | Reading Comprehension | Writing Work | Spelling & Vocabulary This Eworkbook features well designed worksheets with examples given in most of them and ideal for use throughout the year
to support classroom work, to help with internal assessments, holiday practice and to revise for the end-of- year
examinations at school brought to you by BeeOne Books Important Features of this Book 292 high quality worksheets
which will make your child perfect in his/her understanding of all topics suitable for a Grade 3 student globally. Aesthetic
design helps children fall in love with English Aligned with Latest Curriculum of 2020 The worksheets are aligned with the
latest curriculum of Enhanced PYP, Common Core, K2, Singapore Math, Australian Curriculum, CBSE & all well-known
International Curriculum Lowest Price We understand the importance of price for teachers & parents, we keep our costs
low to ensure we provide you Global standards workbook at the Lowest Price Design This workbook features well
designed worksheets with examples given in most of them and ideal for use throughout the year to support classroom
work, to help with internal assessments, holiday practice and to revise for the end-of- year examinations at school. About
BeeOne Books Publishers of 100’s of high-quality, well designed & result oriented Workbooks suitable for Grade 1 to 6
Are the creators of www.grade1to6.com, the World’s leading worksheet website of high-quality Math & English
Worksheets for Grade 1 to 6 created by reputed teachers worldwide. We welcome all suggestions and views to improve
our offerings. Testimonials Beeone Books is rated a high 4.8 out of 5 in Teachers pay Teachers and used by 1000’s of
teachers worldwide. See some of the testimonials by users who are mostly well acclaimed teachers. Imogen D Great to
reinforce knowledge taught. December 7, 2019 Gail. S Wow. Comprehensive and easy to choose necessary additional
resources when I need it to supplement my Math Program. November 26, 2019 Michelle L. Great for modified programs
in elementary. November 7, 2019 Toni B. Good material for practice October 28, 2019 Randeep D. Everything was so
organized! very happy to have found this. July 3, 2019 Lisa B. This is easy to grab and print when you need just some
straight up practice. This is a fantastic package. The Canadian curriculum is a little different, so I'm able to use parts of
this for all the different levels of students in my class - from grade 2 to grade 6. June 27, 2019 Rachel S. Great product
for longer worksheets. A few can be finished in a minute; you have to be selective for longer work sessions. June 10,
2019 Sharon W. Excellent! loved it. June 10, 2019 Lilli H. Great resource for my differentiated students. April 29, 2019
Emily R. This is great! March 30, 2019 Janice M. Good angle work. My class loved it. March 20, 2019 Melissa M S. A
great review resource. March 12, 2019 Lesley A. Great resource. February 15, 2019 Erika B. Great resource, thank you.
November 13, 2018 Charise G. Great math supplement! June 18, 2018 Daniela S. Great! June 10, 2018
TeachPlanBeHappy Awesome resource! thanks! May 7, 2018
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Key Stage 2 Comprehension provides a unique collection of stimulating texts that appeal strongly to both boys and girls,
together with questions that both build and stretch comprehension skills and widen vocabulary.
These worksheets draw on material from a variety of genres including fiction, non-fiction, poetry, journalism, advertising and public
information. The varied topics and material are ideal for reinforcing understanding across the curriculum.
The importance of being able to read for meaning should never be underestimated. The ability to decode text is not enough. It is
vital that children understand what they are reading. More importantly, it is fundamental that they enjoy what they are reading, so
that they grow up to become lifelong readers. The passages in the Brilliant Activities for Reading Comprehension series are
designed to do just that. They provide children with a variety of engaging, enjoyable texts that will grab their attention, and indeed
their teacher's attention as well. The types of comprehension passages range from newspaper articles and dialogues, to plays,
stories and poems. They gradually increase in difficulty as you progress through the book, and through the series, encouraging
children to develop their ability to read for meaning and use a range of strategies to engage with the text. The passages are ideal
for guided reading. Tasks range from simple factual recall and vocabulary work to more open-ended questions enabling the reader
to provide a more personal response. The cross-curricular activities provide a wealth of ideas for extending the passages further
and are ideal for fast-finishers.
Reading Comprehension for grade 4 is designed to aid in the review and practice of reading comprehension skills. Grade 4 covers
standards such as main topic and key details, identifying an author's purpose, summarizing, inferring, and vocabulary practice.
The book includes engaging nonfiction and fiction passages and stories to appeal to all readers. --The 100+ Series Reading
Comprehension books span grades 1 to 8. The activities in each book reinforce essential reading comprehension skills by
providing practice with sequencing, main idea, predicting, and inferring, as well as story elements, character, plot, and setting. The
books include engaging grade-appropriate fiction and nonfiction passages and stories. Each book has 128 pages and 100 pages
(or more) of reproducible content to help students review and reinforce essential skills in reading comprehension. The series is
correlated and aligned to the Common Core State Standards.
KS2 Maths Targeted Question Book - Year 4
Excel Tests - Selective Schools and Scholarship General Abil ity Tests Years 5-6 is a comprehensive study guide for the General
Abili ty section of the Selective Schools and Scholarship Tests (usually under taken in Year 6). The questions test a wide variety of
skills including word knowledge, number series, analogies, reasoning, spatial ability and anagrams. In this book your child will find:
an int roductory section on how best to prepare for the Selective Schools and S cholarship examinations nine multiple-choice
General Ability Te sts answers to all questions explanations that outline the thinking skills required for each question a table for
eac h test that allows you to pinpoint problem areas
An accessible introduction with a variety of fun activities. Guided by a friendly group of woodland animals, children can begin to
develop their comprehension skills. The activities in this book build confidence in reading and understanding written English.
Usborne Workbooks teach children the basics of a variety of Maths and English topics, including times tables, adding,
comprehension and spelling. Clear instructions and careful progression help to break tricky concepts into easy-to-follow steps to
ensure children get the most from these books. Includes a quiz, extra pages for more practice, answers and notes for grown-ups.
Instill a love of literacy in and improve comprehension skills of students in grade 6 using Skill Builders: Reading Comprehension. The
exercises in this 80-page book ensure that students master skills before progressing. Entertaining and interactive activities with eye-catching
graphics make learning and reviewing fun and effective. The book is a great tool for keeping students current during the school year or
preparing them during the summer for the grade ahead. The book supports NCTE standards and aligns with national standards.
Spectrum(R) Grade Specific for Grade 6 includes focused practice for reading, language arts, and math mastery. Skills include grammar and
usage, parts of speech and sentence types, vocabulary acquisition and usage, multiplying and dividing fractions and decimals, equations and
inequalities, problem solving in the coordinate plane, probability and statistics, and ratios, rates, and percents. --Each Spectrum(R) Grade
Specific workbook includes a writer's guide and step-by-step instructions, helping children with planning, drafting, revising, proofreading, and
sharing writing. Children in grades 1 to 6 will find lessons and exercises that help them progress through increasingly difficult subject matter.
Aligned to current state standards, Spectrum is your childÕs path to language arts and math mastery.
Encourage fifth-grade students to build their reading comprehension and word study skills using daily practice activities. Great for after
school, intervention, or homework, teachers and parents can help students gain regular practice through these quick, diagnostic-based
activities that are correlated to College and Career Readiness and other state standards. Both fiction and nonfiction reading passages are
provided as well as data-driven assessment tips and digital versions of the assessment analysis tools and activities. With these easy-to-use
activities, fifth graders will boost their reading skills in a hurry!
Exam Board: Non-Specific Level: KS2 Subject: English First Teaching: September 2015 First Exam: June 2018 Endorsed by Independent
School Examination Board (ISEB) A coherent scheme with the progressive development of skills throughout - Each chapter introduces and
covers a skill, providing approximately three weeks of teaching material - Scaffolded activities give pupils the opportunity to practise new skills
- Challenging comprehension activities across SPAG, writing, speaking and listening activities are included with mark allocation - 'Joining the
dots' segments to group and apply skills previously learned - Emphasis on spelling, grammar and writing skills to develop written accuracy
This book is supported by answers as a PDF download: English Year 6 Answers, 9781471867149
Pupils can quickly get to grips with KS2 comprehension using questions that become progressively more challenging. Fully in line with the
new National Curriculum. * Clear explanations and worked examples ensure pupils grasp concepts quickly.* 'How did you do?' checks at the
end of each topic allow pupils to self-evaluate their work.* Regular progress tests assess pupils' understanding and give them the chance to
recap on their learning.* Answers to every question provided in a pull-out section at the centre of the book.
Excel Test Skills - Selective Schools and Scholarship Tests Years 5-6 is a comprehensive study guide for the selective schools and
scholarship tests (usually undertaken in Year 6). The book contains sections on all four types of tests - Maths, English, General Abi lity and
Written Expression - so students can prepare for exams wi th a minimum of stress and maximum results. In this book your chi ld will find: an
introductory section on how best to prepar e for selective schools and scholarship examinations hundreds o f practice questions for
Mathematics, English, General Ability and Writt en Expression answers to all multiple-choice questions explanations that outline the thinking
skills required for each questio n a complete trial test paper

An intensive course of study designed to help intermediate-grade students understand, respond to, and learn from
nonfiction text.
Each workbook provides comprehension practice and is matched to the Scholastic English Skills: Comprehensionteacher
resource book making it perfect to use in class or as a standalone resource for use at home.
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Excel Basic Skills: English Workbook Year 6 will help you wi th the writing you do every day at school - in English and in
other subj ects. Each chapter looks at a different type of writing. Some are imagin ative text types such as narratives and
poems whereas others are factual text types such as reports and explanations. It is best to work through the book from
Chapter 1 to the end, because in this way you will build on skills from one chapter to the next. The Excel series of English
Workbooks for Years 3- ...6 will help primary school s tudents with the reading and writing they do every day at school %in English and in other subjects. Each chapter is set out as a separate uni t of work covering a different type of writing
(etext type,,) and conta ins exercises that relate to that particular text type. In this b ook you will find: eleven chapters,
each set out as a unit of work covering a particular text type (such as narratives, letters, sp eeches and information
reports), including a chapter on writing for scho ol projects exercises and activities in each chapter which are directly
linked to the text type covered practice in skills suc h as spelling, grammar, vocabulary, punctuation and comprehension
interesting and relevant sample texts, including many written by Year 6 students, with important features highlighted
answers to all questions at the back of the book
Skill Builders are great tools for keeping children current during the school year or preparing them for the next grade
level. A variety of fun and challenging activities provides students with practice and helps introduce basic skills to new
learners. This full-color workbook contains appropriate passages and exercises based on national standards for sixth
grade to help ensure that children master reading comprehension skills before progressing. Skill Builders combines
entertaining and interactive activities with eye-catching graphics to make learning and reviewing fun and effective. The
compact 6" x 9" size makes this book perfect for school, at home, or on the go. It features 80 perforated, reproducible
pages and an answer key.
Comprehension Workbook (Year 6)
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade six vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step
manner."--Cover.
Designed by experts in education, this comprehensive best-selling workbook features vivid and full-color illustrations to
guide sixth grade children step-by-step through a variety of engaging and developmentally appropriate activities. Topics
and activities include phonics, reading, reading comprehension, language arts, writing, and math. Answer keys included.
544 pp. *Easy-to-understand examples and directions *High-interest topics *Fun, motivating activities *Review lessons to
measure progress *Expanded teaching suggestions
ALL NEW SCHOLASTIC LITERACY SKILLS CD-ROM AND BOOK PACKS will recreate this best-selling series for the
current market. Each book will be accompanied by a CD-ROM offering posters, interactive activities and photocopiable
sheets to download. There are three mini-series within this series: Comprehension; Spelling; Grammar and punctuation
COMPREHENSION YEAR 4 provides teachers with a complete resource to teach children key comprehension skills. The
book is split into seven chapters which include *Retelling/Summarising *Predicting *Clarifying *Literal Questioning
*Inference Questioning *Evaluation Questioning *Reviewing The book and CD-ROM provide teachers' notes and
background knowledge on the skills and a focus on writing. As well as photocopiable pages and interactive activities.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER Dig deep
in this award-winning, modern classic that will remind readers that adventure is right around the corner--or just under
your feet! Stanley Yelnats is under a curse. A curse that began with his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-greatgrandfather and has since followed generations of Yelnatses. Now Stanley has been unjustly sent to a boys’ detention
center, Camp Green Lake, where the boys build character by spending all day, every day digging holes exactly five feet
wide and five feet deep. There is no lake at Camp Green Lake. But there are an awful lot of holes. It doesn’t take long for
Stanley to realize there’s more than character improvement going on at Camp Green Lake. The boys are digging holes
because the warden is looking for something. But what could be buried under a dried-up lake? Stanley tries to dig up the
truth in this inventive and darkly humorous tale of crime and punishment—and redemption. "A smart jigsaw puzzle of a
novel." —New York Times *Includes a double bonus: an excerpt from Small Steps, the follow-up to Holes, as well as an
excerpt from the New York Times bestseller Fuzzy Mud.
Cambridge Primary English is a flexible, endorsed course written specifically to support Cambridge International
Examinations' curriculum framework (Stages 1-6). This write-in Activity Book includes the following features. Activities
which support, enrich and reinforce the core teaching in the Learner's Book, using the same themes and texts to
enhance comprehension. Activities which are designed to build, practise and consolidate the reading and writing skills of
all learners. Further activities and games targeting specific grammar and language points, extra writing and spelling
activities.
Level: KS2 Subject: English Reading Comprehension Suitable for 2022 SATs
Daily instruction on reading strategies and skills needed to improve comprehension and raise test scores.
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